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‘Ganita* which literally means the sciences of calculation, is the Indian 

world for mathematics occurring in as early as the vedic period. 

‘Patiganita’ means science of calculation on wooden board and it was 

used in India from the very early times. In olden times, when paper was 

not invented, figures were written on dust often called *Dhuti Karan* 

(Dust work), the Arabic equivalent being ‘llam hisab-al-takht’ and hisab-al- ghobar’ (calculation on 

dust). 
 

Mathematics constitutes major field of study in the history of human civilization The needs 

and requirements of the early men made it possible to evolve early mathematics and thus it grew 

slowly with the gradual evolution of the human society. The modem civilization is highly indebted 

to indirect contributions of mathematics to exact science, the great progress of which has changed 

modern life. The most of the inventions of physics are due to those scientists who are really great 

mathematicians. James Watt who invented the steam engine, was a famous mathematician. The 

invention of x-rays, ultra violet rays, have been possible only with the help of mathematics. The 

launching of the space vehicle is due to computational technology developed by scientists of the 

modern age. Similarly all chemical compounds are found after enormous researches and huge 

mathematical calculations. The biological sciences are also found to depend on mathematical 

analysis and treatment. In the field of engineering, mathematics is undoubtedly the foundation on 

which the modem edifice is built Thus mathematics plays such a vital role in human life that we 

cannot think of wiping out mathematics from technical literature as well as from the mind of 

chemists, physicists and engineers. 
 
The early history of the origin of mathematics is not exactly known, but it can be surmised that early 

men came to discover counting in the course of solving many problems of day to day life. It is seen 

that eariy mathematics required a practical basis for its development and such a basis arose with the 

evolution of a more advanced form of society. Thus the priests of prehistoric city temples found it 

difficult to depend on their memory about the records of quantities of goods 


